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The Tamborine Mountain Progress Association Submission contains

and recommendations. These continue to be and will be
to in but only when relevant. Additional considerations are

identified.

Major
A. Is believed unique In a community of Its

as a residential, tourism rural Industry
has no on It

be is no possibility of the of
provision would be by the majority of the

B. of is to the
Tamborine Mountain should be as a

for of water supply waste It would be an
for the There be to identify tie

the for

C. There be to the Beaudesert Shire Planning in
of to the above

Environment.
The of approximately 5500 is located generally on a sharply

of approximately 2000ha at an elevation of 500 metres. It is one
hour drive from the CBD and 40 minutes from the Gold Coast. There are

of tourism visitors with a mix of day overnight stays.

The is semi-rural with some residential nodes. For many years it has
as a and highly significant residential and tourism resource and is

the site of Queensland's first National Park.



Control.
The locality is for potentially forms of

The and of development is by the
Shire Tamborine Mountain Development Control Plan. This was developed over the

of 1991 to 199? in an iterative process involving the State Government, the
Council and the community. It is widely as the

of primary priority for the local and broad community.

As the Government Planning Act, A
is in of preparation. The draft has not yet

bit is it may be of reduced in
development

a) The rainfall is about 1500mm.

b) There is no supply or a has
is strongly supported by of the community.

c) Under the Development Control Plan:
i. Council requires a minimum tank capacity of 32,0001 itres with a

for twice capacity. Experience has the
is

ii. not be
when sustainability »?ain water collection cannot be demonstrated

iii. There is no control on the drilling and use of bores.
iv. Extraction of water for on and off the Mountain is a significant activity.
v. With to Water Supply and Effluent the Aim is Mto

effective are in relation to the supply of water and the
of effluent so as to protect the quality of surface and

ground water and other aspects of the natural environment which depend on
quality."

d) The of Natural the water
as to be so as to not be a As

the no to on the

e) It the of water
be as "extractive industry"



a) Consumption in a living normally but avoiding
is 130 litres/person/day.

b) in urban environments is about 500/litres/person/day with
the from (a) being largely poured on the ground. This has

a comparison of water inflow (total and outflow
(residence in with reticulated services. There has been further
confirmation via private checks on Tamborine Mountain re water

Levels.
Three levels
a) For domestic use in a house, this is not a major on

housing density since even a small roof will collect the water necessary
is

b) The required is much greater than (a) and can on
the ground character.

c) area. In a locality such as Tamborine Mountain, this is
the critical and is almost certainly than (a) and (b).

The Planning Act defines its basic aim of 'ecological sustainability'
as the of a between the natural, built, and

economic environments.

The Tamborine Mountain Development Control Plan which predated the EPA
identifies 'ecological sustainability' as its Broad Aim in this defining it as:
"To that use and development on Tamborine mountain is ecologically

and their on Tamborine are of a and
is consistent with the natural environmental qualities, semi-rural

character and amenity, and resource management requirements of land within the
Plan area." The intent is remarkedly similar.

to New Folicy.
The of water supply and waste disposal in the Planning Policy now in

(draft not yet published) will be absolutely critical to the
ecological sustainability of Tamborine Mountain and its value as a residential,

rural industry resource.

The not be lost to use the as a model for the
provisions included in the Planning Policy.

to the Policy creation is necessary from ail available sources.


